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About This Game

Heroes of Annihilated Empires - is a fantasy-based game from GSC Game World in the genre of RTS vs RPG for PC.

A new proprietary 3D-engine is used to power the game. Episode one is set on Atlans island, the historical homeland of elves.
The world of the game is living and huge, full of magic, mythical creatures, heroes and powerful forces involved in a large-scale

conflict dating back to the past. The gameplay enables the player, controlling one of the heroes, as to lead thousands-strong
armies into battle, so as combat with the hero alone, making use of the entire arsenal of possibilities and powerful magical

spells. The possibility to upgrade your hero, improve his abilities, find artifacts and get random quests serves to hugely diversify
the gameplay.

Innovative opposing of two genres in one game - RTS vs RPG
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New 3D engine

Detailed game world, including support of 5 novels from Europe-renowned writer Ilya Novak

Mass-scale battles of thousands-strong armies

Four unique races, individual skills, spells and artifacts

12 heroes, 12 neutral races, 100 units and 150 various buildings

Excellently developed character types and impressive unit animation

Over 150 magic items and over 100 spells

Original and involving story of the campaign

Classic multiplayer over LAN or the Internet, up to 7 players in a game. Mix of two genres in the game: RTS vs RPG
with a possibility to blend or choose in between during the play.

Original card system of magic spells, equally interesting to both hardcore gamers and newbies. Over 50 spell cards

Involving process of character level-ups throughout the entire game

Stunning intros and cut-scenes. Comics in-between missions to give a deeper story insight
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Title: Heroes of Annihilated Empires
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
GSC Game World
Publisher:
GSC Game World
Release Date: 22 Nov, 2006
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English,French,German,Russian
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Hey guys, it's Joker here.. This is my quick tip/review hoping it would be useful to any of you..

To keep it short:
I've played this game on Windows XP since the very beginning (2006-) for a couple of years.
It's still pretty to look at even after so many years. Sadly, it came at a cost.. There were lots of bugs involved, and some were
even crippling the game and patches were made in order to get past the launcher (early DRM) bug.
The game was pretty demanding back in the day as well, even for a Cossaks type based game...
Saves were often corrupted or lost (meaning you had to start over, and the game isn't an easy one) to begin with.
But tbh, it still has it's charm despite being flawed in pretty much everyway you can think of..
Thus, the expected series was cut short and no expansions were ever made which i think is a real shame.
That's why for the sake of the good old days, i will recommend this game to all those old school fans that never gave in
whenever the game tried (and often succeeded) to mess with our patience and temper time after time again..

I have included a fix for all those who can't seem to get past the launcher.dll missing screen during startup.

...
How to get Heroes of Annihilated Empires to work under Windows 7/8 & 10.
Hello guys, what you need to do is actually quite simple (even i could do it).. ^^
(Read my Special note below first please, because i had to fit it somewhere down the line)!!!

""It turns out that in my case the "Failed to find steam" message was (surprisingly) quite accurate: the games were attempting to
load steam.dll using the usual search path rules and were not looking in E:\Steam. The fix is trivial: add your Steam directory to
your search path environment variable. There are probably a number of accomplishing this; on Win7 x64 en_US:

1. Open the Start Menu or Explorer, then right click "Computer" or PC and select "Properties".

2. From the column on the left of the new panel, select "Advanced System Settings".

3. From the new dialogue, press "Environment Variables..." (at the bottom of the "Advanced" panel, just above "OK", "Cancel",
and "Apply").

4. In the top half of the newly opened dialogue (User variables) if there is:
A. No existing entry for PATH, use "New..." to add it (Variable Name: PATH, Variable Value: C:\Program Files (x86)\Steam --
i.e. wherever you have Steam installed).
B. Already an entry for PATH, use "Edit..." to add ;C:\Program Files (x86)\Steam (or wherever your Steam is installed) at the
end of the existing value. (Note the semi-colon to separate the value that was already there from the new bit with the Steam
path.)

Please note: Editing the existing PATH is safe! Just make sure it looks like this:
C:\Program Files (x86)\Steam

5. Press "OK"
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6. Log off and log on again. You should now be able to run without problems.""

7. Special note: Make sure you have uninstalled any previously installed files of the game before doing these steps! Reinstall the
game afterwards and the files will now be available again in the Windows Steam section after following Steps 1 - 6.

GL&HF. One of the best game ever made I am very disappointed why the cancelled the sequel it would have been amazing..
This games is a classic RTS + RPG fusion.
I will keep my review short with just pros and cons.

Pros
-Smooth going plot
-It will give you enough time to play
-Many missions
-Nice music
-Just 1 bug found so far in 2 playruns

Cons
-Only 1 playable faction in campain
-Most of the times AI is overwelming unit spammer and hard to overcome.
-Repatativity of killing thousands of enemies in every mission with just your hero.
-Most missions are RPG and not RTS.
-Few units to create, small tech tree
-In windows 10 cutscenes wont work.

Although i would rate it a solid 7\/10 beacause it remides me pretty much the era 2000-2010 of great RTS games also i would
suggest you to buy it in discounts (around 7-10 euros will be fair price)

I hope my review will help you \u263a cheers \u263a
. Very fun game to play, especially with a few friends.
The online multiplayer works.
The storyline starts slow but picks up a bit, somewhat mediocre.

Overall what makes the game fun is the massive unit caps,
the variety in the 4 races, and the RPG elements.

Its also a very beautiful game and holds up well for how old it is.

The biggest letdown is the lack of Skirmish maps. There are only about 5.
That and the lack of hotkeys and information menus create a bit of a
learning curve.. I have first played this game when it came out in 2006.
Today I felt nostalgic, searched the shop and found it.
What I can tell you is that from more than a hundred RTS games I've played, this one is in my top 10.
I've finished the campaign over and over again and also there's a mod that adds another civilization plus a bonus campaign, all
being fan-made. It is sad to think that a jewel like this barely has any fans, because it's honestly one of a kind.
The concept is not original, the gameplay is slow, the music is so repetitive that at some point you will feel like going nuts!!, but
in the end, they all add up to one hell of an experience that you never had before.

To sum this up, this is not a fine polished game, this is not a AAA title that will blow your mind and the graphics are not that
great also...but you will not care about any of these, because the moment you start playing, you'll get sucked in the game's
universe and style and for some weird reason, you will grow very fond of it.

10/10. Its pretty good for the most part. It reminds me quite a bit of warlords battlecry. Though it would benefit greatly from
more factions and a lot more maps.. Absolutely amazing game. The maps get a bit repetitive, but the gameplay is solid, deep and
entertaining. The campaign is hard as balls through. It is really a shame that the development ended after the first campaign
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however, it is clear that GSC had plans for more campaigns and expanding on the game...-Always the ones with potential that
dies, hopefully another studio will pick this formula up at a later date :). Don't know why. Old games are always better to play!.
The best game i've ever played since beloved "Disciples II" & "HOMM 4"..... <3
When i had "Cossacks",while playing it for days, i had a dream to play not the army.. but one single unit.. or a little squad
against big arimes of enemy, collecting kills, trying not do die as long as i could.
And.. suddenly, while reading one of the game-magazines, i've found the info about that game, - about it's lore, characters,
factions and fell in love <3
The "Vampiress" hero #onelove xD
...aaand the LICH with it's "RESSURECTION OF THE DEAD" aura <3. I played the cd version 12 years ago, and played
dozens and dozens of hours, and wanting to go back some time ago, I realized that the cd was screwed .
I just took it on steam, barely 6 hours of play and I am absolutely not disappointed with my purchase, it is still great! And
frankly for 12 years, he has not aged so much. It's still an excellent RTS, with a touch of RPG. Highly recommended to fans of
fantasy RTS.
Good campaign and excellent skirmish mode (it seems that the other races should have had a campaign but the dev have not had
the time, or not the funds to finish their work. But the skirmish game will allow you to play with other races, and this is the
mode I used most personally.)
It's a classic that you should not miss.
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Well I was suckered in by nostalgic reviews.

What you expect is an RPG vs RTS system, or an RTS with hero units!

What you get is that RTS players after 30 minutes get to play both, you have to sacrifice your hero to play the RTS mode for 30
minutes, after which your hero returns... at the level you started RTS mode.

Factions are EXTREMELY unbalanced, game crashes often, only warriors and SOME mages are worth a damn, the pathfinding
is terrible (And your heavy armored spear and shield line will be slid around the battlefield by the tiny mooks walking into
them)

All and all a 4/10 - 5/10 game.. Quite an impressive game, the intro trailer alone is quite inspirational. If you enjoy RTS games
with an RPG hero type then this is something you'd love. This is basically taking the concept of Spellforce and bringing it to a
new game. Extremely well done, the story is very well written. Through out the game there are numerous modern day wrecks
oddly. As this is a fantasy game finding a wrecked tank or a crashed jet plane is not the sort of thing one expects to find. This
was planned to be chapter 1 of 3 but because sales were lacking the project was scrapped sadly. I highly recommend playing the
campaign though. Very good story that sucks you in. Though i just finished the first chapter, i am saddened to learn that the
team was broken up back in '07 so i doubt the next two chapters will be made.. So I have logged over 40 hours on this game
since i bought it a couple weeks ago. Needless to say i thoroughly enjoy this game. I found it while looking for a game similar to
Warlords Battlecry 3 and it most certainly delivered and then some. As with any game ive played, i find things i like and things i
dont.
Some Pros:
-4 very unique playable races
-Massive army cap unlike any game ive ever played
-Easy to control
-Straightforward gameplay
-Clever AI
Some Cons:
-Very few skirmish maps
-Playable races are not equal in strength, Undead and Elven are close, Mechanic and Cryo not even close
-Campaign difficulty gets to the point where it is not enjoyable
-Resources are difficult to obtain

All in all ive enjoyed this game and will continue to play it. Im looking forward to finding more games like it yet i havent had
any luck so far. I highly recommend this game to anyone who is into Army and Base building RTS games.. Its a really great
game! The problem though, is that its dead. I haven't tried the singleplayer and I heard its pretty bad, but the multiplayer is
amazing. Only get it if you are thinking of throwing a LAN party and have other people to play with. Its worth it!. If you liked
Age of empires this game is for you.
One of the best rts, give it a try, you won't regret it.. One of the best Games. Sadly never recieved chapter 2+. For an old game
this has a great mix of RPG and strategy elements.. Great game a good blend of rpg and rts with a good story reminding me of
the old d&d days, the multiplayer is dead and gone but to journey is still there in the campaign.. This game has a colorful
graphic style and interesting artistic look. The voice acting is fun to listen too, and intro works on windows 7 but not windows
10!! It is a well done old school game with graphics well ahead of its time. I have enjoyed it so far, but play it on windows 7 for
the full experience. It is simple point and click thats not complicated. Buying on sale is a must.. One of the best RTS (with some
rpg elements) in the history.
1) It was So much potential and deep story
2) so beautiful and tasty looks, graphics
3) very smooth and flawless mechanics, physics
It was really nice playing this game and it felt so unique!

Back then it was very high quality... just with very bad planned ad campaign with commercial failure as a result.
Forever in our hearts! 10/10. Wish they make a sequel.
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